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Warm greetings! 

We’re counting our blessings today - and guess what? You’re one of them! 
But it's not just enough to count our blessings, we have to make our blessings count, 
too! 

Along with warm wishes and lots of love, we’re sharing this handy book of  
well-written OKRs to aid your OKR implementation journey. We know that while 
knowing OKRs can be easy, the tougher part is always crafting them well. Crafting 
them in the way they show focus on outcomes and progress towards strategic 
priorities. How else would you know you are not just making progress, but making it 
in the right direction?  

Don’t worry, as daunting as it can sound, we know we can help you get started in the 
right direction, leaving you wanting more. Keep this handy, cause it’s gonna bring a 
sprinkle of pumpkin, spice and everything nice throughout the coming year as you 
prioritise and set foot on executing your big fat strategy in a big bang way! 

Love,  
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In today’s ever expanding digital world, e-commerce is a term which is as common to us as 
probably doing any of our routine chores. With the world going on a complete halt during the 
pandemic, the one industry that stood out in making everything available to our doorstep at 
all times is of course ECommerce.  Although e-commerce was always around the corner, 
the pandemic world accelerated their presence at a pace never imagined. With so much 
dependency from the consumer’s end, how do e-comm firms build agility and speed into 
executing their fast paced strategy and growth while building teams that never lose focus on 
the outcome? These examples tell you how.  

Industry / Team: ECommerce / Company  

Industry / Team: ECommerce / Company - 2  

Description

Objective Navigate the ECommerce Ecosystem for Growth

KR Expand portfolio from X to Y categories

KR Launch super intuitive application for marketplace sellers by <date>

KR Implement new fulfillment strategy to deliver at the speed of customer expectations by 
<date>

KR Drive revenues through omni-channel retailing from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Increase Stakeholders Engagement to Drive Revenues

KR Decrease Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) from Y to X

KR Increase student registration from mid to senior school from X% to Y%

KR Launch rewards and recognition initiative for teachers by <date>

KR Increase retention of teachers from X% to Y%
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Industry / Team: ECommerce / Customer Success/Support  

Industry / Team: ECommerce / Supply Chain 

Industry / Team: ECommerce / Data & Analytics 

Description

Objective Create customer delight to drive NPS

KR Reduce average time to first response from Y to X mins

KR Reduce escalations from Y to X

KR Increase FTR (First Time Right) resolution from X% to Y%

KR Increase NPS from X to Y

Description

Objective Streamline Supply Chain to Drive Revenue

KR Increase product availability from X% to Y%

KR Reduce warehouse cost from USD Y to X Million

KR Reduce delivery time from Y to X days

KR Reduce shipping damages from USD Y to X Million

Description

Objective Unlock the Value of Data to Drive Sales

KR Improve personalized recommendation accuracy from X% to Y %

KR Reduce customer/merchant fraud from Y to X

KR Implement dynamic pricing on the application by <date>

KR Increase upsell/cross sell revenue from USD X to Y Million
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Industry / Team: ECommerce / Marketing  
 

Description

Objective Set New Record of Gross Sales to Drive Multi-Fold Growth

KR Increase cart conversion rate from X% to Y%

KR Increase average order value from USD X to Y Million

KR Implement promotion strategy for the mega campaign by <date>

KR Increase gross sales from USD X to Y Million
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The world of education saw unprecedented changes like never before. The phrase 
‘Elephants can’t dance’ would have been very apt in the field of education, had the last few 
years not seen a tremendous shift in focus due to the fast emergence of edtech. How do 
educational institutions keep themselves agile, outcome focused while never losing sight of 
their core goal  - making the world a more knowledgeable place to live in. By helping all their 
team members align to this core goal and focus on the outcome they want to achieve as an 
educational institution. And these few templates can show you how the magic can begin. 

Industry / Team: Education / Company 

Industry / Team: Education / Examination Office 

Description

Objective Expand Presence to Achieve Growth Like Never before

KR Increase branches in <specific city> from X to Y

KR Increase no. of schools in <specific region> from X to Y

KR Launch Registration Campaign for new batch across regions by <date>

KR Increase revenue from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Build a World Class Exam Management System to Reduce Operational 
Dependency

KR Increase process documentation from X to Y to reduce development effort

KR Reduce dependency on other teams from Y to X days

KR Build an application for seamless exam registration experience by <date>

KR Reduce manual intervention from Y% to X% during the exam process
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Industry / Team: Education / Collections & Credit  

 

Description

Objective Increase Collection to Secure the Overall Revenue

KR Decrease Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) from Y to X

KR Increase in the conversion of promise to pay (PTP from X% to Y%

KR Integrate APIs to achieve data accuracy real-time by <date>

KR Increase overall collection percentage from X % to Y%
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The evolution of payments from cashless to card-less and now to contact-less just indicates 
the mighty changes the world is experiencing when it comes to dealing with currency and 
payments. But, the rise of any industry comes along with its set of challenges around 
people, growth, alignment and keeping up the momentum of innovation and heightened 
customer experience. How then, can such industries drive critical thinking, radical focus on 
the outcome and align everyone in the company to their growth story? Simply put, by 
leveraging the Superpower of OKRs, we show you how.  

Industry / Team: Fintech / Company 

Industry / Team: Fintech / Business Operations   

Description

Objective Build X Services in order to be the Largest Player in the FinTech Ecosystem

KR Improve user feature adoption rate from X% to Y%.

KR Introduce X and Y(new products) to improve revenue per user from USD X to Y

KR Increase user base from X to Y

KR Grow Annual Recurring Revenue(ARR) from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Improve Profitability to Sustain Revenues

KR Decrease Net Adjusted Charge Offs (NACO) from Y% to X% per month

KR Decrease Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC from USD Y to X per user

KR Decrease Burn rate from Y% to X%

KR Decrease operations cost from USD Y to X Million per month
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Industry / Team: Fintech / Marketing   

Industry / Team: Fintech / Product Team   

Industry / Team: Fintech / Human Resources    

 

Description

Objective Increase Revenue per User to Increase Revenue

KR Increase number coupon/discount codes redeemed from X to Y per month

KR Increase mobile visits per per customer from X to Y per week

KR Increase Average Revenue Per User(ARPU) from USD X to Y

KR Increase ROI per customer from USD X to Y

Description

Objective Improve User Engagement to Drive Growth

KR Increase DAU/ WAU/ MAU from X to Y

KR Increase average app sessions from X secs to Y mins

KR Increase average active days from X to Y

KR Increase stickiness (DAU/MAU Ratio) from X% to Y%

Description

Objective Be the Most Desirable Place to Work at With a Highly Engaged, Committed, and 
Ambitious Team

KR Improve mNPS from X to Y to grow a strong set of leaders

KR Improve eNPS from X to Y as measured by <ABC org

KR Introduce X initiative (Talent coach/career program) to accelerate employee growth by 
<date>

KR Move ranks from X to Y as the most preferred place to work as measured by <ABC 
survey>
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The global gaming market, in a recent study, was valued at USD 173.70 billion in 2020, and it 
is expected to reach a value of USD 314.40 billion by 2026. Global lockdowns pushed the 
gaming industry to rise way above its vision and strategy and keep pace with the ever 
increasing usage and need to engage their users who were homebound and found gaming 
as a means to disengage from personal and professional burnouts. It is no surprise that they 
needed to build agility at a pace never before without compromising on their creativity, 
innovation and reach. Let’s give a shot at how you could do that with OKRs. 

Industry / Team: Gaming / Company 

Industry / Team: Gaming / Product Marketing 

Description

Objective Build Our Gaming Portfolio to Grow Business Like Never Before

KR Increase new online games from X to Y

KR Increase users from X to Y countries

KR Launch X new games in Y languages

KR Increase gross revenue from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Drive Engagement Metrics to Grow Revenues

KR Increase DAU/WAU/MAU from X to Y

KR Increase number of sessions per user from X to Y

KR Increase ARPPU (Average Revenue Per Paying User) from USD X to Y

KR Decrease number of uninstalls from Y% to X%
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Industry / Team: Gaming / Data & Analytics 

Industry / Team: Gaming / Customer Success/Support 

Industry / Team: Gaming / Distribution Team 

 

Description

Objective Deliver Insights to Drive Personalized Customer Experience

KR Increase freemium to paid subscriptions from X to Y through predictions on behavior

KR Design segmentation model by <date> to provide personalized customer experience

KR Launch Global Players Leaderboard by <date>

KR Decrease customer churn from Y% to X%

Description

Objective Provide WOW Experience to Delight Customers 

KR Improve FTR (First Time Resolution) from Y hours to X hours

KR Increase play store reviews from X to Y

KR Establish <Premium Club> for loyal customers by <date>

KR Increase customer retention from X% to Y%

Description

Objective Provide WOW Experience to Delight Customers 

KR Improve FTR (First Time Resolution) from Y hours to X hours

KR Increase play store reviews from X to Y

KR Establish <Premium Club> for loyal customers by <date>

KR Increase customer retention from X% to Y%
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The Healthcare industry is one of the largest and expected to grow at an even faster pace 
influenced by several factors. Most critical elements which are expected to push the 
Healthcare industry into the next gen zone are tech innovation, emergence of IOT and 
medical instrumentation, smart healthcare data management and most importantly patient 
centred restructuring of their operations. With the future focusing more and more on 
creating value for patients than the volumes of services offered, the industry is open with a 
huge huge challenge which needs them to drive critical thinking at an extremely fast pace 
while focusing on delivering the most important outcomes. We try to help you in getting 
started with some of the critical aspects, by driving very outcome focused metrics. 

Industry / Team: Healthcare / Company 

Industry / Team: Healthcare / Procurement Team  

Description

Objective Scale Business to Achieve Record Growth

KR Increase customer base from X to Y

KR Increase the gross margin from X % to Y %

KR Increase EBIDTA from X % to Y %

KR Increase revenue from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Reduce Procurement Cost to Achieve Higher Gross Margin

KR Increase purchase of raw material from local vendors from X qty to Y Qty

KR Reduce logistics cost from USD Y to X Million

KR Onboard X new local vendors by <date>

KR Reduce raw material procurement cost from Y% to X %
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Industry / Team: Healthcare / Production Team 

Industry / Team: Healthcare / Sales & Business Development 

 

Description

Objective Improve Production to Grow Never Like Before

KR Increase equipment utilization from X % to Y%

KR Reduce the number of non-conformance from Y to 0

KR Reduce equipment breakdown during critical process from Y to 0

KR Increase revenue from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Increase Q-on-Q Sales to Achieve Exponential growth

KR Increase lead pipeline from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase lead conversion from X% to Y%

KR Add X global customers (big logo) by <date>

KR Increase the Q-on-Q Sales from USD X to Y Million
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Eating out or going away for a vacation was out of the picture for a good two years for the 
majority of us. The struggle for survival is real for this industry. As people are making their 
ways back to delicious food on a restaurant table and adding to their travel bucket lists, 
restaurants, hotels and travel companies are crawling but getting back on their feet. We also 
got to witness a recent ‘revenge tourism’ phenomenon. Times are uncertain, our best bet is 
that the hospitality industry will be back in action at a faster pace than most people would 
think. How do you prepare to not just be reactive but proactive in addressing these 
changes? The opportunity is slowly showing up. Find some of your goals to meet in the next 
quarter here.  

Industry / Team: Hospitality / Company 

Industry / Team: Hospitality / Business Operations  

Description

Objective Be #1 Luxury All-Inclusive Resort Chain in the World

KR Expand presence from X to Y countries

KR To be listed among Top 10 perfect high-end hideaways by <World Best Luxury 
Hotels>

KR Receive 5-Star International Accreditation by <date>

KR Increase NPS from X to Y

Description

Objective Establish Operational Excellence to Drive Profitability

KR Reduce SOP deviations/customer complaints from Y to X

KR Reduce logistics/vendor/inventory cost from USD Y to X Million

KR Achieve ISO 9001 Certification for Quality Management System

KR Achieve cash in-flow from USD X to Y Million
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Industry / Team: Hospitality / Marketing 

Industry / Team: Hospitality / Sales & Business Development 

 

Description

Objective Create new Marketing Strategy to Attract International Clientele

KR Increase MQLs from X to Y for target client base

KR Improve SEO from X to Y for 'Top 5 Luxury Accommodation'

KR To be listed among 'Top 10 perfect high-end hideaways' by <World Best Luxury Hotels>

KR Increase MQLs from X to Y for off-season period

Description

Objective Achieve Stellar Sales to Drive Revenue

KR Increase average transaction size from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase client base (blue chip companies worldwide) from X to Y

KR Reduce usage of discounts from USD Y to X Million

KR Increase quarterly sales from USD X to Y Million
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Real Estate Industry - what’s the emotion like? Red light? Green light? It's not a hidden truth 
that growth in the real estate industry has been blinking red since the beginning of the 
pandemic and due to the huge economic impacts, it is still taking a long time for the industry 
to resurface to its days of glory without being so volatile. Yet, despite the challenges, the 
truth lies in the resilience And how do you build resilience, energy, differential thinking in 
your teams? Here are some quick examples for you to go through. 

Industry / Team: Real Estate / Company 

Industry / Team: Real Estate / Human Resources 

Description

Objective Be the Leading Real Estate Service Provider in the Region

KR Increase average deal value from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase revenue from rentals from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase revenue from commercial projects from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase revenue from residential projects from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Be the Preferred Organization of Employment for Real Estate Professionals

KR Decrease TAT for hiring <any critical role> from Y to X days

KR Reduce TAT for addressing employee grievances from Y days to X hours

KR Launch employee benefits program by <date>

KR Reduce employee attrition from Y% to X%
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Industry / Team: Real Estate / Finance & Accounts 

Industry / Team: Real Estate / Marketing 

Industry / Team: Real Estate / Sales & Business Development 

 

Description

Objective Automate Financial MIS to Improve Accuracy

KR Reduce invoicing time from Y to X days

KR Reduce financial metrics consolidation time from Y days to X hours

KR Automate payment processing from X to Y clients

KR Improve financial forecasting accuracy from X% to Y% of actual

Description

Objective Increase Brand Awareness to Acquire New Customers

KR Increase partnerships with Enterprises from X to Y

KR Reduce time to create video walk-through of projects from Y to X

KR Build the organization website by <date>

KR Increase MQLs to SQLs from X to Y

Description

Objective Accelerate Revenue to Drive Growth

KR Increase leads pipeline from X to Y

KR Increase conversion from site-visit to deal from X to Y

KR Increase referrals conversion from X% to Y%

KR Increase revenue closure from USD X to Y Million
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The hottest word and the coolest industry to be associated with in today’s world spells 
SaaS. And who doesn’t wanna be part of this booming growth which spans across sectors, 
touching lives and changing the face of technology like never before. But as they say, with 
greater growth 7 gains, comes even greater responsibility. When you have many different or 
even similar companies coming up every single day, how do you set out to differentiate from 
the lot and raise your flag to extraordinary growth at an extraordinary pace, without leaving 
your teams behind? The answer is simple - it lies in alignment and growth frameworks like 
OKRs. Here’s your bounty on getting started with OKRs for some of your key roles and get 
on to the 10X growth journey like never before. 

Industry / Team: SaaS / Company  

Industry / Team: SaaS / Company - 2 

Description

Objective Hit Record Revenues to Achieve Exponential Growth

KR Increase deals pipeline from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase closure of large enterprise deals from X to Y

KR Increase user base from X to Y

KR Grow revenues from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Drive Product Innovation to Grow Revenues

KR Increase tech partnerships from X to Y

KR Establish integrations across X core platforms

KR Launch <new product/new version of the product> by <date>

KR Drive product revenue from USD X to Y Million
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Industry / Team: SaaS / Product Security Team 

Industry / Team: SaaS / Human Resources  

Industry / Team: SaaS / Human Resources  

Description

Objective Increase Product Application Security in order to Drive Consumer Trust Score

KR Reduce High Impact threats from X to 0

KR Improve Product security Score from X to Y

KR Achieve <Secure Shield> Certification by X date

KR Automate security Scans by <X date with trust security practices

KR Reduce bug bounty spend from USD Y to X

Description

Objective Establish Exceptional Corporate Culture to Engage Employees

KR Train managers on the 'New Manager Development Program' from X% to 100%

KR Implement Employee Touchpoint framework by <date>

KR Establish 1:1 conversations process for manger-employee by <date>

KR Improve PLES Project Level Employee Engagement) scores from X to Y

Description

Objective Create Practices to Attract and Retain the Right Talent

KR Build hiring pipeline for <A,B,C> roles

KR Increase hiring through referrals from X% to Y%

KR Reduce time to hire from Y to X for <any critical role>

KR Reduce attrition from Y% to X%
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Industry / Team: SaaS / Customer Success/Support  

Industry / Team: SaaS / Marketing 

Industry / Team: SaaS / Sales & Business Development  

 

Description

Objective Improve Operational Excellence to Create Value for Customer

KR Reduce on-boarding time from Y to X days

KR Reduce turnaround time to resolve customer queries from Y days to X hours

KR Implement CRM system by <date>

KR Re-establish Process for one-time Customer by <date>

Description

Objective Increase Deals Pipeline to Drive Revenues

KR Increase product trial sign-ups from X to Y

KR Increase website traffic from X to Y per week

KR Establish a PR Process through an Agency by <date>

KR Increase MQL to SQL ratio from X % to Y %

Description

Objective Increase New Business Revenues to Meet Organization Revenue Targets

KR Improve weekly/monthly deals closures from X to Y

KR Increase weekly qualified outbound leads from X to Y

KR Increase pipeline strength from USD X to Y Million

KR Increase new business revenue from USD X to Y Million
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The tech industry is on its path to reach $5 trillion by the end of 2021. Companies across the 
world are using tech to rebuild their business by doubling down on their digital 
transformation efforts while focussing on improving cloud infrastructure, data and analytics 
capabilities, cybersecurity and many others. There hasn’t been a more demanding space. 
With so many aspects to it and so many of them buzzing, we await to see the next 
unexpected big thing within the industry. Whatever aspect your tech company focuses on, 
alignment to goals and alignment within teams is key to achieving that big thing. Here are 
examples to get started on your alignment efforts.  

Industry / Team: Technology / Company  

Industry / Team: Technology / Company - 2 

Description

Objective Upskill Workforce in Order to Transform Internally into a Digital Organization

KR Increase number of certifications available from X to Y

KR Increase number of certified employees on hot skills from X to Y

KR Put a Digital Skills Framework in place by <Date>

KR Increase Digital Talent readiness from X% to Y%

Description

Objective Increase New Products and Platforms to Become Digital Partner to Clients

KR Increase contract sign-offs on new product/platform from X to Y

KR Be rated as 'emerging player' in digital transformation analyst forum

KR Release at least one new platform based service by <Date>

KR Increase revenues from digital business from X% to Y% of overall revenues
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Industry / Team: Technology / UX/UI Team   

Industry / Team: Technology / Marketing   

Industry / Team: Technology / Campus Hiring    

Description

Objective Design Products that Customers Love to Drive Revenues

KR Improve search/navigation ratio from Y to X

KR Increase Task success rate from X to Y

KR Increase System Usability Scale (SUS) score from X to Y

KR Increase Quality of experience (QX score from X to Y

Description

Objective Create a Brand Awareness Strategy to Increase Visibility in the Market

KR Get 5 earned placements in mainstream media From X to Y

KR Increase social media score from X to Y

KR Launch an Elite Partnership program for Enterprise clients by <date>

KR Increase leads pipeline from USD X to Y Million

Description

Objective Implement Our Talent Hiring Strategy to Attract Top Talent

KR Increase talent hiring experience from X to Y for university hiring

KR Increase talent hiring experience from X to Y for university hiring

KR Reduce sourcing to interview time from Y to X days

KR Increase the average tenure of campus hires from X to Y
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Industry / Team: Technology / Project Management  

Industry / Team: Technology / Human Resources    

 

Description

Objective Improve Internal Processes to Drive Accountability, Collaboration and Agility

KR Improve resource utilization from X% to Y%

KR Reduce the number of project days in “red” from Y to X

KR Establish business process to manage and serve Tier-I customers by <Date>

KR Improve resource fulfillment against the demand forecast from X% to Y%

Description

Objective Improve Employee Engagement in Order to Become a Workplace of Choice

KR Increase Q-on-Q ESAT score from X to Y

KR Increase employee ratings on external sites from X/5 to Y/5

KR Launch X innovative skill development practices for remote teams by <date>

KR Reduce attrition from Y% to X%
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Everyone knows that leftovers are the best part of Thanksgiving. In this competition 
series, clever cooks are tasked with transforming old leftovers into new dishes! Don’t 
be afraid to carry some of your OKRs forward if they really worked for you this year!  

Also here’s an Exclusive Thanksgiving Offer you’d be glad to check out!  

If you’re wondering, we have more templates on our website. Yes, we really do have 
more!
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